**SEPTEMBER 2017 Monthly Specials**

**National Tailgating Day** Sept. 2 • **Labor Day** Sept. 4 • **Salami Day** Sept. 7 • **Yom Kippur** Sept. 29-30

---

**Kaltbach Cave-Aged Gruyère**

An epic Gruyère. The very best cheese is selected at three months to cure in the Kaltbach caves, where it is nurtured through a proprietary curing method for more than 300 days to develop the hallmark brown rind.

*#52211 1/17 LB 9.75/lb
#56239 1/70 LB $9.75/lb*

---

**Don’s Dips**

*Dips need to be pre ordered on Monday by Noon*

- **#50649 CAJUN KRAB DIP** 1/5 LB $19.50
  A perfect blend of Cajun spices, rich cream cheese & sweet imitation crabmeat.

- **#50689 SMOKY BACON CHEDDAR DIP** 1/5 LB $24.00
  Wonderful creamy blend of cheddar cheese with bursts of smokey bacon flavor.

- **#58924 BUFFALO CHICKEN DIP** 1/5 LB $17.85
  Creamy blend of all white meat chicken chunks and hot sauce with bursts of Bleu Cheese flavor.

- **#58923 ARTICHOKE & ASIAGO DIP** 1/5 LB $21.25
  A delightful creamy blend of artichokes, cream cheese, parmesan cheese and Asiago cheese. This can be served hot or cold!

---

**Asturi Snacks**

Asturi brings you the healthiest, most natural, and great-tasting snacks from around the world. Baked in Italy using age-old artisan recipes, all-natural ingredients, without containing any preservatives or artificial flavors.

- **Bruschettini 12/4.23oz** $21.25
  - #57552 CLASSICO VIRGIN OLIVE OIL
  - #57553 ROSEMARY & OLIVE OIL
  - #57554 BLACK & GREEN OLIVES
  - #57555 GARLIC & PARSLEY
  - #57556 CRACKED BLACK PEPPER

- **Focaccibites 12/4.23oz** $18.95
  - #57557 OLIVE OIL & SEA SALT
  - #57562 GARLIC & PARSLEY

---

**Veroni**

Great attention to detail, exclusive recipes that have been handed down through the generations and complete respect for tradition: these are all factors in the art of making delicious cold cuts.

- **#56276 MORTADELLA 10/4 OZ** $21.75
- **#56274 PROSCUITTO 10/4 OZ** $30.75
- **#56270 TOSCANO SALAME 10/4 OZ** $28.75
- **#56272 CALABRESE SALAME 10/4 OZ** $28.75
- **#56273 MILANO SALAME 10/4 OZ** $28.75

---

**President 16oz Brie**

#51103 6/16 OZ
Deliciously buttery and creamy inside, with a snow-white edible rind, mild flavor with subtle mushroom notes.

$39.00

---
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